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For a myriad of reasons, we all want to rush Spring along this year, our hope is to brighten our 

world or at least our gardens and how wonderful it would be if we could also do it organically!  

Often it is said that companion plants can help us in this effort while promoting the health, vigor 

and beauty of our garden and spicing up our culinary efforts. These claims are frequently not 

thoroughly documented although they are routinely recommended by gardening books and other 

gardeners, myself amongst them. The method companion plants use to support their aims are 

varied, some of these plants repel, damage or confuse insects and others attract beneficial 

pollinators, therefore, we need to seek ways to weave them into our garden design thereby 

reducing or removing harmful chemicals and letting nature take its course.  

Start by assessing your garden then developing a garden plan which incorporates a host of 

helpful plants selected from the incredible nursery plants offering a variety of plant sizes, colors 

and shapes for us to plant this spring. Various commonly recommended herbs are insect and 

disease deterrents such as: alliums which deter aphids and mildew, parsley and dill to repel 

cabbage moths, mints which deter aphids, and thyme and rosemary reputed to deter cabbage 

butterfly. Other herbs take the opposite tactic attempting to attract beneficial insects: fennel 

(including the non-bulb producing bronze variety) attracts butterflies, and mints attract 

pollinating bees and of course, buy a few annuals such as: alyssum and petunias because they 

repel bean beetles, or geraniums and nasturtiums which are known to repel cucumber as well as 

bean beetles.  

Also consider adding a few more flowering plants that are known to attract ‘good insects’ and as 

an added benefit, decorate your table with flowers, here are a few to consider: asters, borage, 

caraway, coreopsis, calendula, cosmos, sunflowers, Queen Anne’s Lace, dill, cilantro, parsley, 

chervil and valerian. Many of these plants don’t just benefit you by adding beauty to your 

garden, their flowering stems can decorate your dinner table, and some flowers can additionally 

can be used in your recipes adding taste appeal and visual interest (check list below for plants 

which are recognized to have edible flowers or added culinary benefits). Throughout history 

plants were used for medicinal as well as culinary purposes for example edible flowers were 

used by the Romans to flavor their wines and add a certain punch to their desserts. 

These plants are rewarding in your garden providing health and vigor to it by offering color, 

texture and fragrance while also deterring pests and diseases. Companion plants are not a new 

concept but one we occasionally need to reconsider not just for the sake of our gardens but also 

as a boost for beneficial insects and pollinators, but remember, make your selections based not 

only on need but on your own personal aesthetic preferences.  

Below see a short list of home and garden uses for a variety of garden herbs, enjoy 

experimenting! 

Basil – used in many tomato dishes, dressings and soups, repels flies and mosquitoes. 

Bay Leaves – used in soups, stews, marinades and sauces, deters weevils and ladybugs. 
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Borage – the cucumber flavor of these beautiful blue flowers can be added to cakes and salads 

and if flowers are crystalized, decorations to cakes, repels pests such as hornworms, attracts 

pollinators.                                                                                                                         

Chamomile – fights fungus when used in an infusion and sprayed on plants. 

Chives – mild onion flavor, good in salads, egg dishes and sauces for fish, interplanted it will 

attract beneficial insects and repel insect pests including rose stem sawfly and rose cane borer. 

Comfrey – comfrey cream relieves pain and inflammation, is a trap plant for snails and slugs.                                                                            

Dill – anise flavor, ideal addition to salads, vegetables and fish dishes, attracts beneficial insects 

and is host plant for the black swallowtail butterfly.                                                                                                 

Garlic – deters aphids and wards off black spot, alliums deter rose stem sawfly which become 

borers. 

Mint – mint flowers can all be used in vinegar, added to butter, used for both sweet and savory 

dishes, attracts beneficial insects and is a repellant for ants, aphids, flea beetles, cabbage moths, 

and fleas. 

Rosemary –leaves can be used fresh to garnish salads and tomato dishes or to flavor butter, 

deters mosquito, black flies and ticks, attracts bees and butterflies.                                                                                                                                                         

Rue – used in marinades, egg and fish dishes, deters Japanese beetles and fleas. 

Sage – used in salads, vinegars, and butters, added to fatty meat dishes, repels cabbage moths, 

attracts pollinators.                                                                                                                                                                                    

Tansy – added to stews and meats, deters flies and repels ants and fleas.  
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